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Committee MembersSteve W. D45 (Chair), Dave L. D60, Ray M. D32
Advisor- Pete B. Alt-Delegate
we communicated through zoom, emails and by phone. Throughout this first year, we are still focusing on
the Bridging the Gap recommendations from the Delegate. We have been working with Ralph the BTG
coordinator and Melissa the Area 59 Corrections Chairperson on joint workshop at EPGSA 2021
1. Meet regularly with Corrections sub-committee and BTG coordinator.
Melissa (Corrections Chair), Ralph (BTG), and I met on zoom to discuss a joint workshop between the
Treatment and accessibilities committee, Corrections committee, and the Bridging the Gap Coordinator
to be held at EPGSA
2. Reaching out to Districts in Area 59
This year we have responded to multiple Districts and homegroups about Bridging the Gap presentations.
We have traveled across the area to give presentations to give AA members in Area 59 a better
understanding of what BTG is and how to sign up as an AA BTG volunteer on the Area 59 website.
3. Consider holding a workshop during the panel in collaboration with corrections sub-committee
and BTG coordinator to discuss issues around twelve step work in Area 59.
Our committee is currently meeting with Ralph the BTG coordinator and Melissa Corrections Chair every
Wednesday on zoom to prepare and develop an informative three act Bridging the Gap workshop play at
EPGSA. We hope that attendees will have a much better understanding of BTG in our Area and how the
three parts of Bridging the Gap works.
4. New Bridging the Gap volunteer and new member sign up on www.area59aa.org
On our Area 59 website under Member Services tab, we now have a digital sign up for Area 59. We hope
all AA members who are interested in 12 step work will sign up as a AA BTG volunteer.

